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Microsoft Surface Hub FAQ

What is Surface Hub?
Microsoft® Surface Hub® is an all-in-one collaboration tool that brings 
teammates together and keeps production flowing smoothly. It features: 

• A large, vibrant touch screen
• Responsive pen and inking capabilities
• Built-in videoconferencing
• Onboard Office apps
• Seamless whiteboard sessions
• Sensitive microphone arrays

How does Surface Hub work?
Surface Hub facilitates engaging, productive meetings by helping to keep ideas and 
thoughts progressing and advancing. You can walk up to the device and, with a single 
tap,  join a Microsoft Teams™ meeting and effortlessly share content. As soon as a 
meeting ends, you can easily send notes to all participants before leaving Surface 
Hub, instantly communicating accomplishments and follow-up actions.

What version of Windows 10 comes installed on Surface Hub?
Surface Hub 2S uses the Windows® 10 Team operating system. This version of Windows delivers commonly requested features, including a 
start screen that lets you sign in with your credentials to access Office 365® apps and OneDrive® files. Manageability tools simplify large-scale 
deployments. Microsoft Teams and other apps are also available for easy connections with co-workers.

Surface Hub 2, which includes all the benefits of Surface Hub 2S, uses Windows 10 Pro and Enterprise, giving users access to their trusted 
Windows apps from Microsoft Office®, in addition to third-party applications not typically available on Surface Hub.
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Can I order Surface Hub 2S with 
Windows 10 Pro or Enterprise?
Not at this time. Microsoft ships all Surface Hub® 2S models 

with Windows® 10 Team pre-installed. To convert the device to 

Windows 10 Pro and Enterprise configuration, you’ll need the 

Windows 10 Pro or Enterprise license and driver pack. 

How can I change my Surface Hub to 
run Windows 10 Pro or Enterprise?
You’ll need to unlock your Surface Hub using Microsoft’s Surface 

Enterprise Management Mode (SEMM) tool. Acquire the Windows 

10 Pro or Enterprise license and install a custom or standard 

Windows 10 Pro or Enterprise image. Then install the Surface 

Hub 2S drivers.

Can I go back to Windows 10 Team 
after converting to Pro or Enterprise?
Yes, you can do so via a recovery image. But keep in mind you 

can’t toggle between the two Windows versions as Surface Hub 

2S can only be configured with one operating system at a time. 

Why choose Insight for Microsoft 
Surface Hub?
As the 2020 Microsoft U.S. Fastest Growing Surface Reseller and 

Microsoft U.S. Surface Transformation Reseller of the Year, we 

have the resources and expertise to bring your teams together 

seamlessly. Insight offers exceptional know-how in delivering and 

deploying Microsoft hardware, software and cloud solutions for 

the modern workforce.
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